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The game was to simulate the impacts of a community
bank within a growing town by demonstrating the effects of the
decisions made by the player (whose game role was
community bank manager). The overall aim of the game was to
make the town thrive and hence become a ‘Prosperous
Village’. This was achieved if the bank as a business, was
prosperous, in terms of both wealth and customer satisfaction,
but the community had to become prosperous first. For the
community to become prosperous all five forms of capital
(built, natural, social, human and financial) needed to thrive
together. The game focused on increasing these capitals
through the player making decisions to increase the
community's prosperity.

Abstract— A prototype game simulating the Bendigo
Community Bank ® model was designed and developed for a
client at a large regional Australian bank, Bendigo and Adelaide
Bank. The purpose of the prototype was to demonstrate the value
of using the game as a learning tool for the bank’s staff, to assist
them in understanding the concepts of community banking. If
successful, the Bank intended to prepare the game for product
development and distribution. Because the timeframe for the
project was only three months, the decisions to adopt the Agile
Project Management and Agile Programming methodologies, to
design and develop the prototype game were critical. Also key to
the project’s success was the correct mix and selection of the
team for the project that required programming, graphics and
town planning expertise. The goal of a functioning prototype was
achieved within the relatively short timeframe. The prototype
met all of the client’s project requirements and in some cases
exceeded expectations.

This paper describes the design and development of a
functioning prototype game intended for distribution as a proof
of concept. The methods and approaches adopted, along with
detail about decisions made in the project are also described
and discussed.

Keywords—game programming; game learning theory; agile
project management; agile programming; project communication

II. BACKGROUND
The Bendigo and Adelaide Bank is a large regional bank
with over 540 branches across Australia, a large portion of
which follow the Community Bank ® model. The model was
developed specifically to provide banking services in areas
where large banks had closed, and assist those communities by
giving back to the community through support and funding
solutions for local projects and issues [1].

I. INTRODUCTION
The ‘Prosperous Village’ community banking game was a
collaborative project between La Trobe University and
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Pty Ltd (BABL). Originally
proposed by the Head of Environment & Sustainability at
BABL, who became the project’s client, the project was to
develop a prototype of an educational game for BABL’s
training division. The game would simulate the behaviour of
BABL’s Community Bank ® model [1], and hence assist
BABL’s staff who played the game to understand the concept
of community banking. The goal for the project was a
functioning prototype that the client could present to the
stakeholders at BABL for their approval to prepare the game
for product development and distribution.

To understand the Community Bank ® model, the
interactions of the five forms of capital and their effects on the
town need to be appreciated. Using a game as a means to
understand a relatively complex concept is thought to be a very
effective way of learning [2–5]. This was the rationale used by
project’s client, and Head of Environment & Sustainability for
BABL, Trudy Ellery when originally proposing the project. It
was intended that the game would be released onto BABL’s
‘youLearn’ system for the staff to use as a training module.
This would give 6,500 BABL staff access to the game as part
of their training.

To carry out the design and development of the prototype, a
four-person project team from La Trobe University at Bendigo
was recruited. Two members were Information Technology
(IT) students. They were to undertake the design and
programming development activities for the game’s graphical
interface and operation. The other two members were Town
Planning students. They were to create the content (scenarios
and events) for the game as well as develop the graphics for the
game’s interface.
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The game was also to be developed so that it could be
played on the staff office computer or as an app on a mobile
device. After the initial rollout to BABL staff, the client hoped
to take the game to the public in the Apple App Store [6] and
release it on behalf of BABL.
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 Integrating a scoreboard within a social media system to
compete with friends. This would greatly increase the
level of replayability for the game due to competition
amongst players.

Prior to La Trobe University being approached, the client
had investigated support and resourcing for the idea of the
game internally within BABL. However, while the idea gained
support in principle, it proved difficult to assemble a team to
develop it, partly because it required a mix of expertise (game
programming, graphics, town planning) not commonly found
together – especially in a bank! La Trobe University selected
the La Trobe students because of their knowledge and skill sets
in these areas, as well as their ability to adapt and learn
quickly.

Although these features were not in the scope of the
project, they were kept in mind by the team throughout the
project.
IV. METHODS
A. Project Methodology
The project methodology chosen was an agile [7, 8]or
iterative project delivery model. This approach is
recommended where a close working relationship with client
and continuous feedback is required [9, 10]. The product or
component of the product is demonstrated for client feedback
at each iteration. Iterations (or delivery cycles) were short: one
or two weeks. One of the benefits of this approach was that
changes to the project could be made quickly and with
minimum waste of time and resources [11].

III. REQUIREMENTS
The client had four main requirements:
1. The game had to have a graphical interface that was
visually appealing and which included an ‘aerial’ view of
the town so decisions made would be seen to have an
immediate effect. It would also display the community’s
five capitals graphically on a capital wheel at all times. The
capital wheel would represent the level of each of the five
forms of capital present, and these levels would change
based on how the player handled events.

Table 1 below shows the planned project schedule for the
project. The methods or approaches used within activities are
described in the following sections.

The five main capitals, to be depicted on the capital wheel,
were:

Consultations were conducted with the client on a weekly
basis for the first four weeks, fortnightly for the following six
weeks (to allow enough time for development of specific game
features), then back to weekly meetings for the remainder of
the project. In addition, as the client intended for all BABL
employees to play the game within work hours, and it needed
to be easily accessible for every employee, BABL stakeholders
and experts, who could suggest options for development, were
also present at meetings in the development phase of the
project (week six to ten).

 Built - The physical buildings and structures within the
town and how maintained.
 Natural - The state of the environment.
 Social - The connections between people and their
associations.
 Human - The people within the town and their
productiveness.
 Financial - The economy of the town.

TABLE I.

2. The prototype needed to be created in a way that would
allow the user to play on either a desktop/laptop computer
or a touch screen device (mouse and keyboard or a touchonly interface).

Activity

3. The game had to allow non-programmers to add new
content (scenarios and events). This would assist in
replayability and enjoyment of the game.
4. The game had to be either time based, or score based. This
decision would be made later by BABL’s Learning &
Development division and their requirements for training
modules.
Considerations beyond the prototype stage were:
 A ‘kids-version’ of the game for school children to play
by using a more simple language and basic scenarios.
 Multiple players - Have a multiplayer feature with
different users controlling different types of town
leaders that have their own separate roles.
 Using real-life stories of situations, BABL had dealt
with in the past.
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PROJECT SCHEDULE
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Week

Client Consultation: Introduction to the project requirements
Game Technology: Decide programming platform

1

Client Consultation: Continue requirements discussions
Game Interface Design: Main menu layout

2

Client Consultation: Interface design feedback
Game Interface Design: Town layout & capital wheel

3

Client Consultation: Interface design feedback, reverse brief

4

Game Interface Design: Capital wheel, email event system
Client Consultation: Interface design feedback

5, 6

Game Design: Scoring & saving game
Game Development: Map editor
Client Consultation: Client feedback

7, 8

Game Development: Newsletters, data entry, instructions
Client Consultation: Client feedback

9, 10

Game Testing: (Alpha - Developer)
Client Consultation: Client feedback

11

Game Testing: (Beta – Client, refining game balance)
Client Consultation: Client feedback

12

Game prototype submission, Project presentation
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comparison to developing directly for the App Store [6].
Adopting this platform meant the prototype did not run as a
Web application, however using C# meant it could easily be
ported to other platforms (Android, iPhone, and Web).

B. Game Interface Design Approach
The design of the graphical interface of gameplay
incorporated into the agile development project schedule was
planned to be completed in the first half of the project (signed
off by week six) before starting development of the game
operation. It was essential if the project was to be completed on
time, that design decisions and client approvals for display of
the main menu, city statistics, the capital wheel and the town
view was given on a weekly basis during this time.

D. Programming Methodology
The method of programming used by the two IT students
was an adaption of an agile software development method
known as ‘pair’ or peer programming [15]. The more difficult
code sections were worked on collaboratively, while simpler
programming sections were worked on separately. For
example, the IT students collaborated to produce the overall
structure of the game, but discrete components or functions of
the game were worked on separately before the partner
conducted testing.

For the town view and layout, the client’s original
specification referred to games like SimCity 1994 [12] or
FarmVille 2009 [13] so an ‘aerial’ view of the town was
required. With this bird’s-eye view, a system was also required
where the player could receive and respond to events. It was
decided that the player would be notified of events via an
email-style inbox system within the game.

As this was a prototype, programming was limited to the
essential elements of the game. Even so, the list of additional
functions that could be implemented in the game was always
kept in mind so that these features could be more easily added
afterwards if there was time. Some of the features that would
be left out were real life scenarios, scoreboard, social media,
cars driving along the streets and visible people inside the
town. It was intended though, that these features would be
implemented in the final product, if BABL decided to develop
it.

The capital wheel was to display the five capitals in the
form of a wheel with five segments, like a pie graph. Each
capital’s value was to be displayed as a percentage and shown
in numbers and colours. BABL’s graphic designers provided
the capital wheel symbols representing each capital.
Physical representation of the capitals in more than just
numbers and colours within the capital wheel was also
planned. The town had to react to varying levels of capital
determined by the player so they were able to witness the
expansion or diminishment of their town. Each individual
capital was intended to visually change prosperity levels within
the town in both graphical representation and overall town
statistics. For example, the buildings within the town would
deteriorate based on built capital, and the environment would
flourish based on natural capital.

E. Graphics and Content Approach
The Planning students had major responsibility for
developing the graphics and content for the prototype. Like the
IT students this meant that sometimes they worked
collaboratively, while other times they allocated their work
separately according to their particular skill or knowledge set.
For example, they worked together to create the events, but
then separated so that one focused on developing the scenario
and event content for the game, while the other was the sole
contributor for the graphics using free software (Google
Sketchup [16]).

Another design decision to be resolved at this time involved
the requirement that the game should be able to be played on
iPhone device. Because the screen resolutions of iPhone 5 and
iPhone 4 differ, this meant that two different resolutions were
to be considered. To achieve this, the screen layout was based
on the width of the screen while the game was played.

F. Project Team Communication
It was important for both pairs of developers (the IT
students and the Planning students) to synchronise their work.
With the help of free software namely Dropbox [17], OneNote
[18], Skype [19], TeamViewer [20] and Facebook [21] the
pairs managed to work almost simultaneously by constantly
communicating and sharing project files.

C. Programming Platform
The programming language platform in which the game
would be built was a critical decision made in the first week of
the project. What was required was a platform that could be
used to develop a Web application and be easily adaptable for a
mobile device. The Java, JavaScript and HTML5 languages
were all valid options for programming a Web application but
not ideal for a mobile app.

In addition, the project team met weekly to give a progress
report to the client and to ensure the project was staying within
scope. This meeting was actually a two-stage process. The
students met prior to meeting with the client to prepare a
combined update of the week’s activities so the client was able
to give feedback at on a single report. This streamlining
enabled the project to progress more quickly than separate
reporting. Because the client was seeing a more complete
picture, it also allowed for new ideas about the way the game
was played. This was intended from the start, but as the project
continued this became increasingly critical to the success of the
project.

A professional app developer who was consulted
recommended C# using XNA [14]. The XNA Framework
provided a managed-code class library that contained features
targeted specifically at game development. In addition, XNA
Game Studio included tools for adding graphic and audio
content to the game. The benefit of using C# and XNA was
that it was intended for games development. Ultimately
Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 was selected in conjunction with
Windows Phone 7 to develop the prototype as this allowed the
game to be directly transferred to a mobile device once
development was complete. Also, this was a free solution in
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At various points in the project, the client also arranged for
BABL design and programming experts to attend meetings, so
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new ideas and the issues around implementing them into the
game could be discussed. These included whether or not the
ideas fell within scope, if their content could be created and
maintained, and if the features and functionality it required
could be developed within the given time constraint. Even
though many of the ideas fell out of scope, they could still be
allowed for in the overall game design. The BABL experts also
provided feedback and contributed suggestions and ideas that
could benefit the prototype game being developed.
V. RESULTS

Fig. 1. Town in a grid format, along with zoom view on a building.

The prototype met all of the client’s project requirements
and in some cases exceeded expectations.
A. Game Playing Interface and Operation
The first project requirement called for a graphical interface
displaying an ‘aerial’ view of the town. This was implemented
and refined with zoom in/out ability - an expected feature for
any game with this type of view. Fig. 1 shows the aerial view
of the town, along with a zoom view in the main interface of
the prototype game.
Fig. 2 shows one view of the game when played. The
player has been presented with a screen showing the emailstyle inbox overlaying the aerial view of the town on a grid
layout, and a capital wheel along with town statistics. The
inbox could slide on and off the screen to reveal the town. As
the game is played, the interface is updated in real time. The
inbox holds in-game emails informing the player of what is
going on in the town and issues that need attention. After a
series of emails on a certain issue, the player (whose role was
the town’s bank manager) is given an opportunity to choose
whether they would like to invest in a solution to aid the town
for that issue. Each action by the player affects the town’s
various forms of capital and this is demonstrated through the
fluctuating levels in the capital wheel.

Fig. 2. Screen with email-style inbox, town statistics, capital wheel.

Another feature implemented was an automatic move
capability. The town could be automatically moved until a set
destination was reached. There were two options for doing this:
snap, which placed the screen on the destination and move,
which moved everything at a requested speed until the
destination was reached in a gliding motion. Fig. 3 shows a
view after a move to a set destination. Other game interfaces
developed included entry and exit menus to allow the player to
choose game levels of difficulty, on entry and save multiple
games on exit.

Fig. 3. Screen view after moving to a set destination.

C. Data Entry Editor
The third project requirement was that the game should
have a strong and easily understood system for nonprogrammers to enter content. This was achieved by storing the
content in csv files, i.e. a ‘comma separated values’ file, that
would be read in by the game as an email. To produce the csv
file, one option was to use a common spreadsheet application,
Microsoft Excel to enter the data, however this would require
data entry on a 77 x 81 grid, thus was not user friendly and
error prone.

B. Game Playing Input Action
The second project requirement was that the game should
be developed as both a mobile device app (touch input) and
web interface (which would need the game to be completely
rewritten) on a desktop computer. For the sake of simplicity
and to make the process of converting from one platform to
another easier, the game was developed so that it could be
played by click input, but adapted for touch. The game was
played during the development stage with a mouse, which
simulated a ‘touch’. For example, the user would click and
drag with the mouse much as if a user would touch the screen
of a touch-device and drag their finger across the screen.
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The option chosen was to develop a new utility program for
entering the content within the game. It loaded the existing
‘emails’ file and allowed the content developers to change the
way the emails were used inside the game via a graphical
interface
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Five main types of emails were developed: Blank, Option,
Built, Natural and Fund. A Blank email was informative, an
Option email was an event, Built and Natural generated a
status of the town, and Fund generated a fund for the Market
Development Fund. All email types had a unique ID, subject
and chosen colour. The email could also refer to a placeholder
variable PLAYER_NAME to allow the player’s actual name to
be substituted.
A Blank email (Fig. 4) could allocate cash and prompt for
another email to follow in a certain number of days after it
arrived. It could also change the capital.
Fig. 5. Option email.

The Option email (Fig. 5) was the most complex. An
Option email could contain up to 10 options. Each option was
valid for a pre-set number of days after which it could not be
answered. When an option was answered, it sent out a specified
email in reply, and the number of days before it would be
activated.

E. Map Editor
The Map Editor was a utility component of the game
developed so a non-programmer, i.e. the graphic designer,
could change the grid display of the town. Buildings were
drawn on a grid to create ‘blocks’ (Fig. 6) which were stored in
image files for the game to read in and place on the grid. Once
these images were created, the Map Editor was used to ‘draw’
the towns.

As well as its content, each option had a cost associated
with it. Option emails changed the capital inside the game
based on the five figures shown along the bottom (positive, 0
or negative) of the screen.

The first size chosen when programming the grid
dimensions (50 x 50 = 2,500 individual blocks) ultimately
proved to be the ideal dimension. The graphic designer found
the Map Editor an excellent way to manage all 2,500 buildings.

This data entry utility essentially allowed any user an easyto-use method to continue the ‘development’ of the game in the
form of constant addition of events.
D. Other Game Playing Interface Features
A player scoring system was implemented in the game to
meet the fourth project requirement. At the bottom right of the
screen, a ‘Score Benchmark’ was displayed. This allowed the
player’s score to be measured against the set ‘medals’ of the
Score Benchmark. Benchmarks could be set within the data
entry program.

The Map Editor developed (see Fig. 7) for this prototype
was modelled on an approach used in SimCity. The purpose
was for the graphic designer to be able to view all imported
graphics, click on a desired building block, and use it to ‘paint’
the town. Each block was assigned a unique ID. When a block
within the grid was clicked, the ID displayed was changed to
the currently selected building block’s ID. If the mouse was
held down, several buildings could be changed by dragging the
mouse across a large area to set them all to trees, or blank grass
(‘painting’). The graphic designer could change the setting
from ‘Place Buildings’ to ‘Drag Screen’, and then use the
mouse to move around the town (and zoom out like normal).
Right-clicking buildings increased their health until the
maximum was reached (which was based on stored counter).

Another feature was a dropdown list that appeared in the
bottom left of the screen when the game was first loaded. It
displayed all of the email IDs and formed a starting queue
within the game according to the time set for their ‘Starting
Day’ (the number of days after day one).
On the far right of the screen, the Building IDs of buildings
that were to be seen by the game as Natural, otherwise
buildings were classified as Built. In the game, Natural
buildings were allowed a health upgrade when the Natural
capital was high.

This utility simplified the drawing of the game
considerably. The graphic designer was provided with three
different major ‘levels’ of the town, and was able to increase
the number of levels to nine simply by changing the health for
each of the buildings to represent the town ‘growth’.

Fig. 6. The ‘blocks’ to create the town in Google Sketchup.

Fig. 4. Blank email.
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close contact informing each other how each section worked.
They consulted each other with various errors and
troubleshooting throughout the programming stages. The major
components were worked on together; including the save game
component, and the system where each of the sections created
individually would meet and communicate. When a major
component had been implemented, both programmers
collaboratively tested the function. The inbox was an example
of this.
C. Other Game Features
Many of the game’s features that were developed emerged
from feedback meeting or testing activities.
One feature developed after one of the testing phases was
the automated closing of the custom developed email-style
inbox system. Testing the interface revealed that the majority
of the gameplay was spent looking at the inbox and not on the
large town that had been created. After much discussion, the
team decided that the town view could be triggered when the
player picked certain options within the emails. On a trigger
option the inbox would close and the screen would pan over the
town to the building or area that was affected by the decision of
the player. Although this was not done for every email issue (as
not all issues revolved around a location or building), it was
made to occur as often as possible to show the player the town.
An example is the ‘Petrol station going out of business’
scenario. The player would select an option from the email.
The capital in the capital wheel would change accordingly, the
inbox would close and the screen would pan over the city to the
petrol station that the player either helped stay open or made
another decision which forced them to close.

Fig. 7. The Map Editor showing information for a block screen.

VI. DISCUSSION
The design and development of the prototype Community
Banking game was to be accomplished in the very short time
frame of three months (12 weeks). This meant that decisions
made during the design and development phases were critical
to the project’s success. One misstep or poor decision could
cause irretrievable delays. The following provides insight into
the impact of the project and programming methodologies
adopted, and how some of the game features came about.
A. Project Methodology
From the project outset, it was recognised that frequent
client feedback at weekly or fortnightly intervals, along with
close contact within and between the design and development
team members was of paramount importance. This was
necessary to meet the project goal in the required period. In
contrast to the more traditional ‘Waterfall’ project
methodology, rapid turnaround times and continuous contact
between team members to implement features and obtain client
approval are features of the agile methodology that was chosen
[22]. Without this approach the obstacles that appeared in the
design stage in the project would not have been resolved
quickly enough. Fortunately, the client was available for timely
consultation throughout the project.

A feature from a feedback meeting proposal was the ability
for the player to provide funding in the game. Originally, it was
designed so the player could allocate whatever amount of
money to an issue they deemed appropriate by using a slider
bar interface. The purpose of allowing the player to influence
an issue with a certain amount of money was an attempt to
simulate just how a community bank helps the community. The
slider bar would provide much more dynamic gameplay, the
change in capital would be dependent on just how much money
was allocated. For example if Built capital was very high and
Natural capital was very low, the player could choose to
allocate a large sum of money to an environmental issue, and a
smaller sum of money to a building issue. Raising the Natural
capital significantly while maintaining the Built capital without
wasting money would be of much more value elsewhere. This
feature was designed but not fully implemented in the
prototype due to time constraints and its relatively low priority
in the project.

The agile project methodology was also necessary because
the client had not envisaged the way the game interface would
operate. Therefore, it was vital that the client was able to
approve each feature as it was implemented in the game. The
email-style inbox system is a good example. When the idea of
running the game content through an ‘email’ system was
suggested it was initially dismissed by the client because the
client was thought it would take away from the immersion of
the game if the player had to keep opening their email client
outside of the game. Once the client realised that the email
system would be an in-game system that was ran entirely from
within the program it was accepted.

Another dynamic feature proposed through feedback was
the town newsletter (Fig. 8) that would be printed according to
the decisions made on issues by players. This required a
different article to be written for every option the player could
choose for the issues written about in the half-yearly
newsletter. Similarly, this feature was subject to the project’s
time constraints and low priority rating so was only partially
implemented in the prototype to demonstrate the concept.

B. Programming Methodology
The decision to adopt a ‘pair’ programming methodology
was also a critical one. This approach maximised the IT
students’ available time for programming. Each nominated
code sections they had the skill set for and mostly managed
their actual coding individually. At the same time, they kept in
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due also to La Trobe University for its ongoing support of
project collaboration with industry.
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